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ABSTRACT

By making use of NC212-200 commuter aircraft as an airborne container, the ADReS, a
short for airborne data relay system, had been configured and tested in an experimental
status during the year of 1987. A kind of test on EMC, EMI, RFI and telemetry data link
were applied to the system.

Prior to the IPTN’s flight test program in the year of 1988 - 1992, the ADReS is designed
not only to receive and to relay the data, but also planed to be able to process the data for
quick data analysis purposes on board.

This paper describes the ADReS system concept and its experimental status system - the
Phase One system configuration.

KEY WORDS : ADReS, Airborne data relay, Flight test instrumentation system,
Telemetry data link.

INTRODUCTION

Having a good and a reproducable signal at any time during the test mission is the most
critical matter in dynamic flying vehicle test telemetering, especially when the mission is
conducted over such a mountainous areas. Due to the mountainous land profiles exist in
between Bandung and test area (see Figure 1), it is almost impossible to get a good signal
from test vehicle without any other additional system. For illustration, the height of
surrounding obstacles within radius 10 and 30 NMi are at range of about 1400 feets up to
5500 feets measured from NUSANTARA - (IPTN) plane as a reference. Therefore, a such
telemetry relay is needed and functionaly placed in between test area and base station. The



most popular way to overcome the above matter is by placing a many fixed-land telemetry
relay stations in many remote regions depend upon both site locations and areas should be
covered. Since fixed - land stations are obviously limited by geographical constraints and
definitly would not able to cover all test vehicle activities during the mission, it will
evident that large gaps in coverage still occur. It has to be considered that the lowest
aircraft’s altitude has to be covered will be as low as 300 feets above sea level as it was
conducted to CN235-10 developed prototype aircraft in ground proximity warning system
(g.p.w.s) test. To fill these gaps, a new concept in data relay was developed a highly
movable aircraft containing the necessary instrumentation to assure data reception,
monitoring, recording and data relay. By making use of NC212-200 commuter aircraft as
relay aircraft (Figure 2), the ADReS, a short for airborne data relay system, had been
configured and tested in an experimental status. Prior to the future flight test program for
both commercial and military version prototype aircraft in the year of 1988 - 1992, the
ADReS is designed not only to receive and to relay the data, but also to both process and
monitor the data for quick look data analysis purposes onboard of NC212-200. The
ADReS also has to be performed to cover test vehicle activities, on ground, possibly be at
a certain emergency airport (in case of emergency). For that purposes, a several airports
either at northern or southern region are pointed out as an emergency airports supporting
the whole flight test program.

THE ADReS SYSTEM & PERFORMANCE CONCEPT.

Based on the main mission objective of the system, the ADReS has to cover all functions
and all associated ones which could be described as the followings : 1. Receive and detect
a telemetered data from test vehicle, 2. Process and display the data either for quick look
analysis purposes or redundancies, 3. Record the data for second back up, 4. Improve and
enhance the data before retransmission, 5. Relay the data fo Flight Test Instrumentation
System (FTIS) ground station/mission control and additionaly, 6. The relay aircraft has
also to play a part as a chaser aircraft in the whole test mission. All activities regarding
with the system establishment, improvement, modification and development have to be
refered to the above functional concept. Further there are three factors have to be
considered in the design of ADReS which the system performance should be specified on.
It includes:

C R.F. Telemetry link performance

Air to air TM link : the system planed to be able to receive and detect the data from test
vehicle, either in L or S band, at minimum line of sight distance of about 20 NMi
(regard to the aircraft will play also as a chaser) at any manuevering condition of both
aircrafts.



Air to ground TM link : the ground station planed to be able to receive a relayed data
from relay aircraft at minimum line of sight distance of about 100 NMi.

C Flight Test Data Handling & Monitoring

PCM data : 500 kbps up to 1 Mbps consisting of about more than 350 flight test
parameters planed to be decommutated, processed and monitored onboard. Data
processing will be carried out by such on-board portable computers. This data will be
improved befor retransmission.

FM analog data : the 15C IRIG-FM-CBW channels will carry the analog data, and it
will detected in a subcarrier level and then relayed.

Picture/Video-band data : the system also planed to be able to handle and relayed a
3.4 MHz picture data either received from test vehicle or outputed from on-board video
camera (when the relay aircraft plays as a chaser for air flow visualization purposes for
instance).

Data processing : the system planed to be able to process minimaly a 500 kbps PCM
data for quick look analysis.

Data recording : the system also will provide both magnetic tape and strip chart
recorders to record both PCM/analog and picture data for second back up.

C Voice communication & monitoring

Communication between pilots and TM engineers/on-board specialist will be
accomodated by on board intercom system. The pilots and TM engineers/specialist will
also be able to monitor both the onboard conversation among the test aircrews occur
during inflight test and a conversation between the test pilots and the mission director
via either VHF or HF channel.

C Miscellaneous

Calibration capability : the ADReS will contain not only a necessary telemetry relay
equipments, but also it will include a calibration instruments which are functionaly
dedicated to all necessary telemetry front-end equipments.

Figure 3 show the ADReS system block diagram as conceptionaly designed.



THE PHASE ONE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

As the first stage of the program, during April and May 1987 the ADReS experimental
status system configuration was established and installed and then tested from June up to
September 1987 and February 1988. This configuration then called the ADReS Phase One
system configuration. Most of the hardwares used in this system are a spare equipments
which are dedicated to FTIS ground station. The system is devided into three subsystem :
1. Telemetry front-end & monitoring subsystem, 2. Intercommunication subsystem and, 3.
Electrical power convertion subsystem.

Telemetry front-end & monitoring subsystem

Without any capability for doing some computerized data processing onboard, the system
receive the data from test vehicle (CN235-20X, the developed prototype aircraft) at carrier
frequency of 1531 MHz and relay it down at carrier frequency of 1537 MHz. The
telemetered data contains only PCM data with BR of about 51 kbps and air crew’s voice
data. The last mentioned data modulate an 15C IRIG - CBW channel (128 kHz ± 8 kHz).
Two units of omnidirectional L-band antenna model ASLN used as receiving antennas and
mounted on the top of vertical tail plane (VTP) and on the bottom of tail cone respectively.
It will assure a reliable reception from test vehicle in term of “space diversity”. It is
accomplished with r.f. coaxial switch instead of using diversity combiner, to continue the
signal to 1100 AR L-band receiver. To have “clean” and sufficient received signal
strength, L-band BPF and 24 dB L-band amplifier are installed in between coaxial switch
and 1100 AR receiver. Another 24 dB small L-band amplifier also installed right after
VTP’s receiving antenna to compensate a possible poor antenna radiation pattern caused
by a poor ground plane of the antenna. A Sucoflex 104 Q r.f. cables used in the system &
routed in r.f. section of both receiving and transmitting end. For data monitoring purposes,
an EXPRT PCM decommutator is utilized to decommutate PCM data stream and
displayed it into either four pages bargraph or numerical form as much as 128 parameters
respectively. Figure 4 show a block diagram of Phase One system configuration. In this
Phase One experimental configuration, a PCM data stream taped paralely and relayed
without any improvement through a such PCM formater (data enhancement).

To monitor a received signal strength at any time during the mission conducted, the on-
ground spec 8 channel strip chart recorder Model 2800 S used to record an AGC signal of
the receiver.

This record will be analized further to determine both qualitative and quantitative
correlations between land profiles and the position of both aircrafts. For calibration
purposes, a HP 8614 A UHF signal generator and TEX 305 oscilloscope are also provided
on board. All the above equipments are plugged into the rack assy installed in the aircraft



cabin in between frame No.4 and No.6. For having a good impression on system
installation, Figure 5 show a hardware installation situation of Phase One system
configuration in NC212-200 aircraft. A photographs of some detail installation are also
shown by insets. To relay the data down to ground station, the 10 watts output L-band
transmitter Model VTX-10L and ASLN omnidirectional antenna are used. The antenna is
installed on the bottom of fuselage in between frame No. 4 and No.5.

Intercommunication subsystem

Corresponding with the system performance concept, a TM engineer is able to
communicate with both pilot and copilot. It also possible to monitor the conversation
between aircrew and mission control taped from either VHF or HF transceiver at audio
level. Due to the time limitation, a voice data could not be monitored yet in this Phase One
configuration.

Electrical conversion subsystem

The other important subsystem of the ADReS is an electrical conversion unit. The system
is converting a 28 VDC aircraft supply voltage into a certain voltages at a certain
frequencies as required. Type of subsystem outputs are 220/50Hz, 115V/400Hz and
± 15 VDC and supply those kind of voltages appropriately to r.f. amplifier, 1100 AR
receiver, EXPRT decommutator, 2800S strip chart recorder and HP 8614A UHF signal
generator.

SYSTEM TESTING & TEST METHODS

The ADReS system test subjects are pointing to the following observation objectives : 1.
The influences of basic aircraft’s electronic & electrical system to the ADReS Phase One
system installed, 2. The possible r.f. interference exist between telemetry receiving and
transmitting end subsystem, 3. The reliability of data reception due to the waves
propagation anomalies for a certain telemetry link configuration, 4. A telemetry coverage
distances for either air to air and air to ground link. Especially for the third test objective,
its inherently includs some observation on the characteristic of the West Java area to
accomodate L-band range radio transmission. In this such a research, the West Java
air/ground segment is assumed as a fading channel which will strongly influence the
quality of signal reception (this subjects are reported in the ITC/USA/88 paper titled : A
SURVAYS ON FADING CHANNEL OVER WEST JAVA AREA FOR FLIGHT TEST
RADIO TELEMETERING PURPOSES, from the same main author). Based on the above
objectives, after making an appropriate calibration to each system equipment, three kinds
of test were carried out, those are : a. EMI/EMC test, b. Electrical system test, and c. r.f. 
link test. Figure 6 depict those various test items in a matrix form. In EMI/EMC test the



operation of each system equipment was observed whether it will electromagneticaly
influenced by each necessary avionics instrument of basic aircraft including DME
(distance measuring equipment), VOR (very high frequency omnidirectional range
system), and HF & VHF transceiving end subsysem. It was carried out on-ground in both
engine OFF and RUN condition. In electrical system test, the reliability of supplied power,
which inherently includ the reliability of power conversion subsystem, was observed
through the variation of aircraft’s engine power from 65% up to 95% with 5% increment.
In this test (on-ground), the ADReS system was ON which received he data from test
aircraft (also on-ground) and relayed the data to FTIS ground station. The influences of
electrical variation to the system is monitored and recorded both on board and at ground
station. It was represented by variation of received signal strength through the dB meter of
1100AR and the reliability of PCM data outputed from both onboard and on-ground PCM
decommutator. Figure 7 show a system set up for this kind of measurement.

RF link & data reliability test

Three objectives are implied in this test : 1. Obtaining a maximum link distances for both
air to air and air-to-ground telemetry link, 2. Obtaining a suitable air segment in between
base station and both the second and third test area where the relay aircraft will hold over
and able to monitor all inflight-flight test activities and, 3. Observing a horizontal radiation
pattern of the aircraft mounted transmitting antenna by both inflight and on ground field
measurement. A complete horizontal pattern can be caught by flying the aircraft on a
horizontal circle. If the circle is flown with different angles of roll for some other reasons,
reception pattern in the corresponding inclined planes through the aircraft’s roll axis are
caught. If the antenna under test is acting as transmitter, a receiving antenna has to be
located in the plane of the circle flown. In order to have a deviation of only a few degrees,
a large ratio between aircraft slant range (measured from receiving antenna) and aircraft
turning radius has to be achieved in the field experiments. It is also necessary to be noticed
in this paper that determining the exact position of the aircraft during test is one of the
difficult matter. The different radio navigation systems are supplying distance (DME)
and/or bearing (VOR) information. There are at least 4 possibilities to determine the
position of an aircraft by radio navigation. For this purpose, it was used distance
information from DME and bearing information from single VOR (Bandung VOR).

Most of inflight r.f. link test were carried out at azimuth ± 111E, ± 265E and ± 280E
relative from IPTN base station where some radio corridors are exist. During the mission,
the CN235-20X was took part as test vehicle at flight level between 90 and 110.



TEST RESULTS

It could be concluded from the test as follows :

C Electromagnetic interference : there were no any serious electromagnetic interferences
detected between Phase One System and avionics & r.f. system of the basic aircraft.
The only interference detected was kind of r.f. coupling from transmitting to receiving
antenna cause receiver’s sensitivity degradation. The coupling was in order between 25
up to 35 dB which seem depend upon the aircraft position relative to the ground
surfaces or some other on ground reflective surfaces. It was occured especially when
the aircraft flown below 4000 feets. This phenomenon is being observed further in
laboratory by simulation and then verified through field measurements, in order to make
sure whether the ground surface multipath effect is involve in the matter concerned.

C Electrical power reliability : there was no any power unreliability monitored during the
mission for flight configuration.

C Telemetry link & data reception reliability : for air to air telemetry link, a received signal
strength was very sensitive to the relative position between the two aircrafts. The
maximum link distance was 20 NMi, whereas for air to ground telemetry link, the
maximum link distance was 70 NMi. In general, the reliability of data was also very
sensitive to the relative position between transmitting and receiving antenna, either for
air to air or air to ground telemetry link. It was also examined the aircraft’s antenna
horizontal radiation pattern, especially when the relay aircraft was flown at azimuth
± 260E - ± 265E as radio corridor between base station and second test area. Figure 8a
and 8b illustrates those antenna radiation pattern which show a received signal strength
for various aircraft’s heading. Those measurements were conducted at aircraft position
of 265E azimuth (relative to the base station), 55 NMi slant range, and 10.000 feets
altitude with ± 10E bank angle of 5 NMi turning radius. For comparison, Figure 9a and
9b shows a radiation pattern diagram of the ADReS transmitting antenna as measured
on ground. Due to the unperfect propagation space available in between two antennas,
the above pattern diagram is actually not more than ground system reception pattern. To
have “more real” radiation pattern from the measurements, some mathematical
elaboration has to be applied to the test results to eliminate the propagation anomaly
factors contained in the data. Some calculation by using GTD and waves multipath
theory is one of the best ways.

From link test also obtained that ± 265E/±60 NMi (over Pelabuhan Ratu), ± 111E/±
65NMi (over Tasikmalaya) and ± 280E/- ± 20 NMi (over mountain Sanggabuana) are
the most suitable holding positions for relay aircraft to cover the second and the third
test area, includs both northern and southern region emergency airports. Due to the



existance of northern obstacles (mountain Tangkuban Perahu and Burangrang, 6800 -
7300 feets a.s.1 height, and 10 NMi distance relative from base station) it is impossible
for ADReS to link base station with the first test area.

THE ADReS FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Refere to the design and system performance concept, and based upon the test results, the
development of Phase One configuration is needed. According to the current development
plan, increasing the telemetry link distances and improving the data reception reliability are
the mayor goals of the short term program than the onboard data processing capability The
final performance of the developed telemetry front end has to be optimize to the
characteristic of West Java air/ground segment as a telemetry link channel. To avoid the
utilization of power converter units, most of the Phase One’s hardwares will planed to be
replaced by ruggedized airborne spec equipments. Such an inhouse study and research
especially on antenna location optimization is being performed.

CONCLUSION

The ADReS system concept, the Phase One system configuration and the system testing
are described. From the test results, the ADReS development has to be carried out
intensively to support the coming flight test program. For short term program, the
improvement of TM link performance is primary matter.
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Figure 1 - IPTN’s Flight Test Areas Located at both northern
& southern region of West Java.

Figure 2 - NC212-200 PK-NZJ as relay aircraft supporting a type
certification & development flight testprogram.



Figure 3 - The conceptual ADReS system block diagram.

Figure 4 - The Phase One - experimental ADRe-S system block diagram.



Figure 5 - A situation of Phase One’s hardware installation both inside and outside
of NC212-200 aircraft. Details : (a) Instrument rack assy; (b) Amplifilter
unit; (c) L-band amplifier #1; (d) Bottom tail cone L-band receiving
antenna (#2); (e) Bottom fuselage L-band transmitting antenna; (f) VTX-
10L, L-band transmitter.



Figure 6 - Matrix diagram of the ADReS test items.

Figure 7 - System test set up for combine data reception
and supplied power reliability test.



Figure 8 - A horizontal “radiation” pattern diagram of ADReS transmitting antenna
as measured by ground based receiving end system; relative aircraft
position from base station : 265EE azimuth, 55 NMi slant range and 10.000
feets altitude : (a) 360EE turn right ; (b) 360EE turn left.

Figure 9 - A horizontal “radiation” pattern diagram of ADReS transmitting antenna
as measured on ground (test location : Runway 07-25, Soekarno Hatta
International airport) : (a) 360EE turn right; (b) 360EE turn left.


